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TECHNOLOGY

Lockstep Inbox Now O ers Certi ed
Gmail Integration
Lockstep Inbox-certi ed integrations enhance the security, applicability, and
usability of the overall product.
Nov. 21, 2022

Lockstep, the connected accounting network, has announced its Lockstep Inbox now
offers a Google-certi ed Gmail integration. Lockstep Inbox is the rst and only free
accounting inbox solution that allows teams to automate customer and vendor
work ows in a single application.
Lockstep Inbox-certi ed integrations enhance the security, applicability, and
usability of the overall product. The added Gmail integration ensures a secure
connection for all Gmail users leveraging Lockstep Inbox.

“We have pledged from the beginning that we will connect the world’s accounting
teams through whatever means necessary, to help them work better together,” said
Matt Shanahan, Cofounder and VP of Strategy, Lockstep. “Our certi ed Gmail
integration is another signi cant step in empowering more companies to leverage
the work ow automation empowered by Lockstep Inbox, and in building the
connected accounting network.”
Lockstep Inbox is the rst and only dedicated tool that connects Gmail to
QuickBooks Online, Sage Intacct, and Xero, allowing companies to manage their
accounts payable (AP) and accounts receivable (AR) Gmail inboxes and accounting
work ows all in one centralized location. By removing common silos, Lockstep
Inbox improves the productivity of your AR and AP teams by centralizing accounting
data, emails, contacts, and documents all in one place. Lockstep Inbox securely
connects Gmail accounts to accounting software to automate customer and vendor
work ow, for free.
“Amid huge digital transformation expectations for business owners everywhere,
Lockstep Inbox is making it possible for companies to modernize their accounting
functions for free,” said Shanahan.
With automated activity assignments, global search, and in-depth reporting,
Lockstep Inbox enables businesses to attain real-time visibility across each stage of
their account receivable and accounts payable work ows to maximize productivity.
For more information on Lockstep, visit: https://lockstep.io/
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